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Abstract: Plasma processing induced charging damage (PID) is a serious reliability risk for designs of
integrated circuits of various processing nodes and several device types. Dependent on the type/style of design
the sensitivity to PID can vary significantly. The most prominent degradation is reported for MOS transistors,
but also integrated capacitors can suffer degradation or even dielectrics between metal lines in the metal stack.
Any type of technology can be affected implemented on bulk-silicon or on SOI with dielectrics such as SiO2 as
well as high-K materials. The reliability risk for a productive circuit is supposedly eliminated by so-called
antenna design rules. The maximum metal area causing the charging event is limited in the design manual.
However the antenna design rules are only sufficient when the PID reliability stress characterization throughout
the process qualification has a high grade and is complete. The incorporation of all possible degradation modes
for the PID failure mechanism is essential but not necessarily accomplished. The open question is: “Are all PID
risks covered by the rules in the design manual?”
In this tutorial the PID-basics such as antenna ratio, electron shading effect etc. are described briefly and
furthermore pitfalls and new findings are highlighted, which could cause significant product risks depending on
the layout style. An important topic are the protective devices against PID, their effectiveness is discussed.
Aspects associated with 3D-systems are illustrated with respect to PID. Also the limitations of design rule
checkers and circuit routing tools are described. The tutorial will give the “beginner” an introduction to the PIDtopic while the advanced scientists gets a further perspective into the more or less hidden problem areas.
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